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ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this paper is to design and implement a system for the Wireless notice board is very the 

selective term for this project, as it has a broad scope as compared to just being a simple notice board. This 

paper supplied on the layout of an e-display that can take delivery of statistics wirelessly from any authorized 

person who has the get right of entry to of the web terminal which means integrating the conventional moving 

message shows with an Arduino in order that they may be accessed wirelessly as a utility of it (net of factors). 

This gadget is used for the cause of displaying alert messages or preferred statistics with none put off the usage 

of IOT that is extra green and reliable than the conventional manner of posting messages on notice boards. 

Keywords: Power Transmission, GSM Technology, Clock generator, Wi-Fi Base Station. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In beyond years, the Wi-Fi transceiver gadget has 

used for many locations in phrases of cell phones, the 

personal computer system, laptops are to be 

commonly used by the rich to something so it may be 

used. Now a day’s human beings prefer Wi-Fi 

connection because they can engage with humans 

effortlessly and it requires less time. The primary goal 

of this mission is to develop wireless to be an aware 

board that shows messages sent from the consumer 

and to design an easy, easy to put in, consumer 

friendly gadget, that can receive and display, observe 

in a selected manner with respect to time with a view 

to assisting the person without difficulty hold the 

music notice board each day and every time he makes 

use of the system. Wi-Fi is the wireless technology 

used. All cell phones have available in Wi-Fi network, 

then the Wi-Fi network has been used to offer wide 

region network permits us to communicate with the 

information into text message through the LED 

display to move the notice board. 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

A. Global system for mobile communication (GSM): 

This technical paper gives the knowledge about 

what is and how GSM works. It details the history 

and evaluation of GSM. It shows how modules are 

linked within it using different types of system 

sand hence, provides an idea of how networking is 

done within a different range of areas with its 

various services. 

B. Wireless Digital Display Board the Use of GSM 

Generation [2013]: This paper offers with a 
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modern as an alternative a thrilling manner of 

declaring the message to the human beings the use 

of a wife electronic display board which is 

synchronized the use of the GSM generation and 

therefore, concluding that the use of this 

generation you'll bring message even in Crowd 

place from colleges to large agencies at specific 

scales. 

C. Display Message on notice Board using GSM 

[2013]: This technical paper depicts that rather 

than using printed public utilities one can use a 

GSM-based notice board which saves time, energy 

and environment which saves the cost of printing 

and photocopying; legal the character can spread 

or carry messages to a particular quantity of 

humans as consistent with displays length.     

D. Transmission Policies for multi-phase Brief 

Messages [2015]: This paper implements analytical 

fashions for the have a look at of multi-phase brief 

messages and the way it improves the overall 

performance of the MSM delivery by way of 

selecting wanted parameters imparting useful hints 

to configure parameters for SMS transmission 

coverage. 

E. Cipher SMS-A Protocol for End to End Secure 

Transmission of SMS [2016]: This technical paper 

suggests how at ease the SMSs are; since it 

proposes Cipher-SMS which presents give up-to-

stop safety during transmission of SMS over the 

network, preventing man inside the middle attack, 

relay assault, and different similar varieties of 

attacks. It supported regular key cryptography of 

AES and Caeser cipher. The Cipher-SMS protocol 

generates minimal verbal exchange and 

computation overheads as evaluate to the current. 

 

III.THEORY 

 

A. GSM TECHNOLOGY: GSM stands for Global 

System for Mobile communications. Evolved in 

1990, it has emerged as the maximum famous 

trendy for cellular telephones in the international. 

The implementation surroundings determine the 

coverage location of each cell. The boundaries of 

cells can overlap between adjacent cells (large cells 

can be converted into smaller cells). The GSM 

module is used in many communication devices 

which are based on GSM (Global System for 

Mobile Communications) technology. It's far used 

to have interaction with GSM community the 

usage of a computer. GSM module only knows AT 

commands, and can respond as a result. Amongst 

the numerous frequency of the GSM, 900MHz is 

the operational frequency. It has the capacity to 

re-use frequencies so that it will boom capability 

and at the same time insurance. 

B. P10 LED: P10 32x16 (total 512 LEDs) LED show 

module is the perfect manner to prepare any size 

of outdoor or Indoor LED show signal board. Dot-

matrix display or more generally called running 

text is often observed in stores as a means of 

advertising and marketing their products, it’s 

practical and flexible in its use that inspires 

commercial enterprise actors to use it as 

advertising advice. There’s no damage in the usage 

of bigger energy deliver rated for greater Amps 

(e.g. a 10A supply), but by no means use one with 

a higher Voltage (use 5V, period). This panel is 

having total of 512 excessive brightness pink led's 

mounted on a high pleasant plastic housing 

designed for nice show results. 

C. Node Microcontroller ESP8266: ESP8266EX 

provides notable integrated Wi-Fi SoC solution to 

meet wireless customer’s continuous needs for Wi-

Fi efficient electricity usage, compact design, and 

dependable overall performance inside the 

internet of things industry. While ESP8266EX 

hosts the application, it promptly boots up from 

the flash. They included excessive speed cache that 

allows us to grow the system performance and 

optimize gadget memory. Also, ESP8266EX will be 

applicable to any microcontroller design as a Wi-

Fi adaptor via SPI/SDIO or UART interfaces. 
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ESP8266EX desegregate strength amplifier and 

antenna, switches, low noise acquire amplifier, 

filters, and energy management modules except 

the Wi-Fi functionalities, ESP8266EX additionally 

integrates a far better version of Tensilica’s L106 

Diamond collection 32-bit processor and on-chip 

SRAM. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

All cell phones have to be had in the Wi-Fi 

community, then the Wi-Fi community has been 

used to provide wide region network allows us to 

communicate with the records into text message thru 

LED display to move the attention board. 

 

Figure 1:  Block diagram of GSM Based P10 moving 

message Display  

 

The Nodemcu ESP8266 family controller is used to 

attach the Wi-Fi community p10 LED display is used 

for the output. The web page is created inside the 

Nodemcu the use of programming. The IP address is 

allotted to the Nodemcu from the hotspot and we will 

access the internet page to ship the message to display 

on P10 LED. The display message is dispatched via 

the net browser to an ESP8266 module this is 

configured as an internet-server. No Arduino or every 

other microcontroller is used. 

 

 

Figure 2:  Complete System Circuit  

 

A. Operation of The GSM: GSM module receives the 

message and displayed on the notice board, at the 

identical times this message maybe ship special 

mobile range keep in reminiscence of the 

microcontroller. While a new message arrives at 

the note board than the buzzer will beep. Max232 

shifts the extent of the sign which converts the 

sign among the microcontroller and GSM module. 

After the conversion of sign this message could be 

displayed on word board.  

B. Operation Of P10: Dot-matrix show or extra 

usually known as going for walks text is often 

determined in shops as a method of marketing 

their products, its practical and flexible in its use 

that encourage commercial enterprise actors to use 

it as advertising recommendation. There’s no harm 

in the usage of a larger strength supply rated for 

extra Amps (e.g. a10A supply), however, by no 

means use one with a higher Voltage (use 

5V,duration) 
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V. RESULTS 

 

The LED board system will be informed 

simultaneously in no time. Also, this system we 

can display the message with less error and 

maintenance. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Thus the system by implying the concept of wireless 

technology useful to send the altering messages or 

thus making LED notice boards are showing general 

information globally and faster, with greater 

efficiency to access and operate. This proposed system 

also replaces the traditional way of posting notices in 

which latency is concerned and also saves our 

increment from the ink, paper, and organic materials. 

This idea can be efficiently implemented in schools, 

colleges, hospitals, or any other public places.  
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